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1. The annual plenary session of the Group B+ took place in Geneva on 6 October 

2015.  The meeting was chaired by John Alty, Chief Executive of the UK 
Intellectual Property Office (UK IPO), while the Japan Patent Office (JPO) acted 
as Secretariat. 

I. CROSS-BORDER ASPECTS OF CLIENT ATTORNEY PRIVILEGE   

2. The Chair noted that the topic of client-attorney privilege had been discussed at 
the previous plenary meeting, where industry representatives had been invited to 
present their views, and proposals for a draft multilateral agreement had been 
discussed.  Since then much work had been done to gather views and better 
understand the problem, and now further documents were available – in 
particular, a summary of comments from delegations on the draft multilateral 
agreement, and a draft questionnaire for stakeholders. 

3. The delegation of Switzerland outlined the comments received from delegations, 
noting that comments fell into three categories of suggestion: amend the wording 
of the agreement to provide more flexibility for countries with different legal 
backgrounds; examine the differences of existing legal systems in order to better 
understand the challenges faced by various countries; and involve stakeholders.  
As a next step, Switzerland proposed a model questionnaire, which could be 
adjusted by members if necessary and circulated to their stakeholders to gather 
further views.  They also suggested that, at the same time, an experts group 
could be formed to examine the differences in different legal systems. 

4. The delegation of United States outlined recent efforts to make progress on the 
topic in their jurisdiction, including a roundtable meeting with stakeholders, which 
had sought views on both domestic and international solutions.  As a result, a 
domestic solution would be sought first, but the United States would continue to 
participate in Group B+ and other international discussions, to ensure that 
domestic efforts were suitably informed of international perspectives and vice-
versa. 

5. The delegations of Spain and Canada announced recent changes to their 
respective laws which would provide privilege for communications with patent 
agents, where previously privilege had only been recognised for communications 
with lawyers.  Belgium indicated that work was also underway there to implement 
a domestic solution. 

6. The Chair invited industry representatives, who had once again been invited to 
the meeting for discussion of this topic, to give their views.  They suggested that 
while there might be adequate protection domestically, cross-border uncertainty 
was the main concern, and therefore a multilateral agreement should be sought, 
which should cover both patent and trade mark attorneys. 
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7. The Chair acknowledged the desire from industry for a multilateral solution, but 
noted the challenges faced by at least some countries to commit to such an 
agreement.  In the meantime, it would be helpful if countries could make progress 
at a national level.  Further information gathering would be a useful immediate 
next step, after which consideration could be given to the forming of an experts 
group. 

8. Group B+ agreed that work on this topic should continue under the leadership of 
Switzerland.  The model questionnaire should be published on the Group B+ 
website, with individual delegations encouraged to circulate it in the manner and 
form they see fit, with a suggested deadline for responses of end March 2016.  
Following this exercise, Switzerland would contact the Group B+ membership 
with proposed next steps.  

II. PATENT LAW HARMONISATION  

9. The Chair outlined the significant progress which had been made in the area of 
patent law harmonisation over the last year.  The sub-group which had been 
formed following agreement at the previous plenary meeting had met twice in the 
intervening period, and agreed to develop objectives and principles to guide the 
approach to patent harmonisation in a number of key areas (non-prejudicial 
disclosures / grace period; publication of applications; conflicting applications; 
prior user rights; and prior art).  The sub-group had published its objectives and 
principles, with commentary on potential outcomes, in June. 

10. The sub-group had also agreed to do further work on treatment of conflicting 
applications and promoting transparent use of the grace period, which had been 
undertaken by the European Patent Office (EPO), Japan and the United States.  
The EPO presented the results of the work on conflicting applications, outlining 
existing approaches and possible new approaches, noting the complexity of the 
matter and the potential difficulty in finding an agreed solution.  The United States 
presented the results of the work on grace period, outlining the current law in 
various jurisdictions with a focus on the means for promoting transparency, and 
discussing possible middle-ground approaches. 

11. The delegation of the Republic of Korea outlined a change to its law regarding 
mandatory declaration for grace periods, which now allowed applicants to declare 
pre-filing disclosures after the time of filing on payment of a supplemental fee. 
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12. Industry representatives had also been invited for discussion of this topic.  
Representatives of the Industry Trilateral noted the work they had done in parallel 
to that of the sub-group, which had ended up in a similar place.  They outlined the 
areas of consensus and issues open for discussion amongst the Industry 
Trilateral, comparing these to the respective positions of the sub-group.  The 
degree of consensus amongst the Industry Trilateral was generally higher than 
that amongst sub-group members, with clear agreement that there should be a 
package of measures covering points such as: the introduction of a grace period 
covering all disclosures by the inventor/applicant; no opt-out of 18 month 
publication; and the level of activity giving rise to prior user rights.  They were 
also optimistic about reaching an agreed solution on conflicting applications.  The 
Industry Trilateral announced that representatives from Korean industry would 
join their work going forward. 

13. The Chair welcomed the progress made over the last year, and proposed that 
Group B+ as a whole endorsed the work of the sub-group, and that the sub-group 
should continue its work, with users being given the opportunity to comment as 
work progresses.  As an immediate next step, the Chair proposed the formation 
of separate workstreams, each chaired by a representative from the sub-group, 
to narrow the gaps on substantive issues and begin to think about how any 
conclusions could be implemented.  He suggested the ambition should be for 
Group B+ to consider concrete proposals at the next plenary meeting.  The 
following workstreams and chairs were proposed: 

 Non-prejudicial disclosures / grace period (including relationship with third 
party rights) – chaired by Margot Fröhlinger of the EPO 

 Conflicting applications – chaired by Mary Critharis of the United States 

 Prior user rights issues (outside of the grace period) – chaired by Tatsuo 
Takeshige of Japan 

 Options for implementation – chaired by Mihály Ficsor of Hungary 

14. Group B+ generally welcomed the progress made so far and supported the 
proposed next steps, with a number of delegations volunteering to be involved in 
particular workstreams.  Some delegations highlighted the importance of 
continued engagement with users.  Some delegations suggested that the issues 
would eventually need to be addressed as a package, while others believed that, 
where possible, opportunities should be taken without the need for a package.  
While the relevance of trade agreements was acknowledged, it was noted that 
users wanted an agreement on a package consistent across major patenting 
jurisdictions, which could only be achieved multilaterally.  Whilst there was 
support for starting work on implementation, it was noted that this could not be 
decisive until the shape of any agreement on substance was clearer. 
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15. Group B+ agreed to the formation of workstreams chaired by representatives 
from the sub-group as proposed by the Chair, with support from other members 
of Group B+.  It was agreed that the sub-group would meet in May 2016 to 
discuss the output from the workstreams and discuss next steps for presentation 
to the Group B+ plenary in 2016.  In the meantime, any delegations which had 
not consulted their users on these issues were encouraged to do so. 

III. PROGRESS ON MULTILATERAL INITIATIVES 

16. The delegation of Japan gave an update on developments relating to the Patent 
Prosecution Highway (PPH).  It was suggested that PPH owed its success at 
least in part to its soft-law membership basis.  The total number of PPH member 
offices had grown to 36, with the total number of filings utilising the PPH rising to 
88,000 as of June 2015.  Next steps for PPH would focus on improving its user-
friendliness and transparency.  The delegation of Hungary announced it had 
agreed a PPH with China which would commence March 2016.  

17. The delegation of the United Kingdom reported on recent progress in endeavours 
to improve the Patent Co-operation Treaty (PCT) system, including a planned 
third Collaborative Search and Examination Pilot, and various changes to PCT 
Regulations for the benefit of applicants.  The delegation of Hungary announced 
that the appointment of the Visegrad Patent Institute as an International Authority 
had just been approved by the PCT Assembly. 

18. The delegation of the United States outlined the recent activities of the IP5, 
including progress by the Patent Harmonization Experts Panel (PHEP) which had 
been considering harmonisation of procedural issues (unity of invention, citation 
of prior art and written description / sufficiency of disclosure). 

19. The delegation of WIPO provided an update on WIPO CASE, including an 
increase in members, new web portal and forum functionality and new terms and 
conditions to simplify the governance structure and allow for public access.  
Future priorities would be to encourage new members to join, in particular large 
examining offices, and to enhance usability and features. 

20. The delegation of the EPO provided a status report on the Global Dossier, an IP5 
initiative.  The Global Dossier Task Force, including IP5 offices, industry 
members and WIPO, had agreed a Global Dossier Vision including five priorities 
which had since been endorsed by the IP5 Heads: alerting, text based 
documents, applicant name standardisation, legal status standardisation and 
cross filing proof of concept.  Next steps would be to further develop these five 
priorities at working level, leading to a consensus proposal for concrete initiatives, 
while continuing to consult with industry.  

IV. UPDATES ON SIGNIFICANT NATIONAL/REGIONAL DEVELOPMENTS  

21. The delegation of Spain outlined changes to its law introduced by the new 
Spanish Patents Act.  In particular, the option to pursue a weak patent without 
preliminary examination had been removed, as well as the changes to client-
patent agent privilege already mentioned. 
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22. The delegation of the Republic of Korea stated that its Patents Act had been 
revised to make it easier for applicants to patent their inventions, in particular by 
changing the grace period mandatory declaration requirement as outlined earlier. 

23. The delegation of Luxembourg, in its capacity as the Presidency of the Council of 
the European Union, provided an update on the unitary patent and the unified 
patent court (UPC).  A number of countries had ratified the UPC Agreement, and 
preparation was ongoing under the auspices of the Preparatory Committee, while 
unitary patent preparations continued under the supervision of the Select 
Committee. 

V. ADOPTION OF THE GROUP B+ STATEMENT  

24. Group B+ agreed a brief statement reflecting the key conclusions from the 
plenary session, which would be published along with the report of the meeting.  

 


